AGENDA

ECONOMIC BOARD OF THE SUGAR MARKET OBSERVATORY
in Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
Building L130 - Meeting room L-130 11/A
on Wednesday 15 Nov 2017, from 09:30 to 13h00

1 Welcome

2 Market situation and short term evolutions
   Focus on trade:
   2.1 Presentation by ASSUC (Julian Price): world market and trade flows
   2.2 Presentation by ACP/LDC (Philip De Pass): EU Import
   2.3 Market presentation by DG AGRI G4: trade and prices

3 Medium term trends
   3.1 Medium Term Prospects by DG AGRI C2
   Focus on consumption:
   3.2 Presentation by DG AGRI G4: stocks and consumption
   3.3 Presentation by CIUS (Andrew Stamford): consumption analysis

4 Methodology aspects: regional prices and intra-EU trade
   Feasibility study on geographical aggregation DG AGRI G4

5 AOB if any

6 Closure and concluding remarks